The new coronavirus is just a kind of cold

Everyone is making a noise because of the 00 power that controls the world's media. They are causing the last resistance in the new coronavirus riot. They are being driven by the US Navy pushing President Trump.

Because of the 00 powers that have dominated the world's media for many years (which they ruled when Lindbergh crossed the Atlantic), everyone was just dancing.

They also control the WHO. Remember the swine flu turmoil ten years ago.

Colds include common colds such as winter colds and summer colds. The new coronavirus seems to have a direct effect on the lungs.

Colds that come to your stomach, colds that cause diarrhea, fever that is high, but that are hardly painful.

Remembering the swine flu turmoil ten years ago, you should be aware that you are just dancing in the press.

The new coronavirus appears to be much less toxic than the flu that is now rampant in the United States.

Who will make a lot of money in this fuss? Are you a vaccine maker or an antiviral maker?
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